Medical Device Manufacturing
and the Shelter Service Advantage in Mexico

Home to Global Healthcare Powerhouses

With projected exports of close to USD $15 billion by the end of 2020, Mexico’s rapidly-growing medical device manufacturing industry is home to some of the largest players in the world.

The Shelter Service Advantage with Tetakawi

Start-Up Seamlessly and Achieve Healthy Growth

With over 34 years of experience in the Mexican manufacturing landscape, we can guide you through any stage of the start-up process. Though we’re the largest shelter services provider in Mexico, our hands-on approach means we’ll be your trusted partner - you’ll never feel like just a number.

Want to Launch Confidently? We Can Help:

• Keep things running smoothly from initial launch through ongoing operation
• Select the right site for your maquiladora
• Recruit, train, and retain your employees
• Configure legal, organizational, and support structures
• Do the heavy administrative lifting, from finance to customs
• And much more – contact us today to get your custom entry plan.

Medical Device Manufacturing Facts by the Numbers

140,000 jobs generated by Mexico’s medical device manufacturing industry

$15B in annual medical device exports

75+ manufacturing companies in Baja California

Ready to learn how your medical device operation can launch, operate, and thrive in Mexico? Contact us for your custom entry plan.

info@tetakawi.com 1.800.897.3158 www.tetakawi.com/medical